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Abstract: In the development of technology in various fields like big data
analysis, data mining, big data, cloud computing, and blockchain technology,
security become more constrained. Blockchain is used in providing security
by encrypting the sharing of information. Blockchain is applied in the peer-
to-peer (P2P) network and it has a decentralized ledger. Providing security
against unauthorized breaches in the distributed network is required. To
detect unauthorized breaches, there are numerous techniques were developed
and those techniques are inefficient and have poor data integrity. Hence, a
novel technique needs to be implemented to tackle the new breaches in the
distributed network. This paper, proposed a hybrid technique of two fish
with a ripple consensus algorithm (TF-RC). To improve the detection time
and security, this paper uses efficient transmission of data in the distributed
network. The experimental analysis of TF-RC by using the metric measures
of performance in terms of latency, throughput, energy efficiency and it
produced better performance.
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1 Introduction

In today’s world, everything is connected with IoT based on the environment. For transmission
of data or sharing of information through the network, security plays an important role. Cloud
storage offers unlimited storage for computing resources and information by using multiple users
[1]. Blockchain technology is one of the models for providing a high level of security based on the
concept of cryptographic mechanisms in the decentralized approach which replaces various existing
implementations of security. In blockchain technology, the chain of blocks in each block contains
information or data which are available in a distributed ledger. It is a software protocol and it
could not be implemented without the internet which comprises software applications, databases, and
interconnecting various computers [2].

Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) is one of the cryptographic keys, and it is used to store information
as records. The cryptographic technique for encrypting the data using a private key which is different
from a decryption key? The concept of Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) is asymmetry centric based on
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the positive product of integer values as a “factoring issue” [3]. In the decentralized-based network,
Blockchain allows registering a sequence of transformations potentially despite doing a malicious
activity in the minority of peer-to-peer (P2P). Blockchain activities revolutionize different fields like
currency-based systems, and payment in the financial sectors which are automatically employed
contracts in IoT of massive sharing of data [4–8].

Many research works have been done and applying these techniques and will be insecure and
inefficient in the detection of breaches. Therefore, to improve the security and detection of malicious
or breaches activities this paper proposed Two fish-based Ripple Consensus algorithms (TF-RC). This
TF-RC uses RSA for the authentic registration process and in blockchain technology uses a ripple
consensus algorithm. The main contribution of this work is:

1. A novelty and trusted cloud-based system with the implementation of a blockchain using the
RSA mechanism will improve the sharing of data overhead by maximizing energy efficiency.

2. Enhancing the security in blockchain technology using a ripple consensus algorithm.

The paper has been organized as follows: Section 2 describes the review of the literature, Section 3
introduces enhancing the blockchain security using the ripple consensus algorithm, Section 4 discusses
the experimented results and Section 5 concludes the paper with future directions.

2 Review of Literature

In the modern world, sharing information through the network is essential in preserving the
information secure manner. Blockchain is a type of distributed ledger method [9]. Blockchain
technology is implemented in the field of bitcoin, cryptocurrency, Monroe, Litecoin, and Zcash
[10–12]. The rapid development of the blockchain method can efficiently in providing the reliability,
authenticity, and security of information. It is also used in the protection of personal data, preserving
data, and allocation of data [13–15]. The smallest unit of blockchain is a block. Each block contains a
header, data, and body of blocks which is mainly used for the transmission of data. The transformation
of data is done by using a hash function, and it provides security in the blockchain [16].

This paper [17] proposed the contribution of the infrastructure of cloud storage like private clouds
and public clouds. Accessing information or data is controlled by registered users in a secure and it
is employed in the cloud service provider. The standard encryption scheme used the term frequency-
inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) technique which is used in the link of semantic documents
and keywords. To ensure security and keep the privacy-preserving by using the encryption scheme of
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). In the LDA, the document is created based on the concept-wise
and the relevant matrix with vector query. To improve the efficiency of this implementation of the
LDA method by using the “Greedy Depth First Search” algorithm [18].

The paper [19] proposed the transformation of data or information in the P2P network model.
In blockchain technology proof of production and stack proof are used in the blockchain credibility.
The blockchain concept focused on private provable data possession (PDP) recognizes the security
of the customer in the terms of anonymity. For boosting efficiency, it is necessary to discard
the certificate authentication technique. In the PDP concept, the blockchain-based analysis uses
the private key which provides the information more secure. The various consensus algorithms in
blockchain technology are Ripple, decentralized autonomous organization (DAC), proof of stack
(PoS), proof of activity (PoA), and proofof work (PoW) [20,21].

Tab. 1 shows the literature survey of block chain.
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Table 1: Shows that survey on blockchain technology in storing data more secure way

Author name Description of technique used

AbuElezz et al. [22] New lightweight cryptographic algorithm. It consists of 16 bytes
(128-bit) block cipher and is used to encrypt the data.

Liu et al. [23] It is based on the hybrid technique of HW/SW architecture for Proof of
Work (PoW) consensus. It uses the Ethereum blockchain with the Keccak
256 and the field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
ZedBoard development kit.

Ismail et al. [24] The hybrid adaptive crypto cloud framework by combining blockchain
technology and botnet

Wang et al. [25] To encrypt the data, and provide an effective privacy protection
technique called Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)

Sun et al. [26] To enhance privacy by preserving the distributed protocol for data
aggregation based on blockchain and homomorphic encryption

Anjana et al. [27] Adaptive light weight encryption algorithm for securing multi-cloud
storage

Jabeen et al. [28] Detection of threats in blockchain

3 Proposed Methodology

Storing and sharing data or information using blockchain technology requires security in breaches
and reliability of data transactions in the distributed network. The system model of storage of data
based on blockchain with the cloud is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Blockchain-based cloud storage

Fig. 1 describes the blockchain architecture for storing information in high-level security. This
proposed work (TF-RC) contains two modules.

Module 1: Registration for user and Verification
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Module 2: Data Storage securely using TF-RC

Module 3: Updating Authentic information

Module 4: Detection of Breaches in the distributed network

3.1 Registration Form User and Verification

In this module, the user will do the registration procedure with a certificate authority. Every
successfully registered user receives the key for encrypted data. By using the credentials registered
users can enter into the system. The credential information contains the id, password, and random
key number for the verification. If the verification details are valid then the authentication is granted
to the user, otherwise, it will be rejected. The RSA algorithm is implemented for verification. Fig. 2
shows the workflow of the RSA algorithm.

Figure 2: Workflow of the verification process

The working procedure of Fig. 2 describes below.

Step 1: The credential information of user C is passed into a hash f on H#.

Step 2: Credential information with hvalue cane H# are encrypts with sender’s private key.

Step 3: Decrypt the information by using the sender’s public key.

Step 4: Once it decrypts the information, it is passed through the same hash function (H#), to
generate the original information.

In this way, it can store the credential information of the registered user in high-level security.
For providing security authentication for sharing information, we used a blockchain of distributed
network with all the users (nodes). Each user generates two keys; a public key used by other users to
send messages among the nodes, and a private key used to encrypt the information. For the security
authentication scheme, in this work, we proposed the RSA algorithm
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Algorithm 1: Generate Key (Step 1)
The public key of the receiver encrypts the plain text, while t private key of the receiver decrypts the
encrypted message. For the key generatio,the RSA algorithm uses two large prime numbers m, n.

1. Select m, n
2. Evaluate l = m ∗ n
3. Evaluate φ(l) = (m − 1) ∗ (n − 1)

4. Select integer pub and pub is a public key.
5. gcd(φ(l), pub) = 1; 1 < pub < φ(l)
6. Calculate pri and pri is a private key.
7. pri = pub−1mod φ(l)
8. Public key: pubkey = pub, l
9. Private Key: prikey = pri, l

After the provider generates a pair of public keys and private keys for every user, the security is
established. Fig. 3. shows that the proposed hybrid architecture of two fish with RSA.

Figure 3: Hybrid architecture of two fish with RSA

To generate the encrypted file F1, user A first uses RSA with its public key. By using the second
layer, user B generates the encrypted file F2. Finally, user Auploads two encrypted files: F1 and F2
into the server.

Encryptt = encr (en, mk)

Step 3: Make en information to be encrypted.

Step 4: Calculate ciphertext by using following formula,

C = Pemod n, P < n

� Ciphertextext; P is Palin text; e is an Encryption key and n is block size.
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Step 5: Construct a decryption key

P = Cdmod n

User A requests the public key from the cloud service provider. The provider will return this public
key to User A. User Auses the public key and User B uses a private key to generate the decryption key,
and then User Auploads the newly generated decryption key into the server.

Step 6: Calculate the public key and private key Rpubk, Rprik.

Step 7: The homomorphic Paillier algorithm generates the dciphertextpher text and the public key
Rpubk is sent to the cloud computing services.

Step 8: The public key Rpubk and the seconciphertexther text, this algorithm can use the
decryption key and generate the firsciphertexther text of the public key Rpubk.

Step 9: The cloud server uses the decryption key and the ciphertext uploaded by User A. to conduct
proxy decryption computing and generates new ciphertext.

Step 10: User B requests data and decrpt → decrypt (pri, bk)

Step 11: User B requests the cloud server to decrypt the data and the corresponding ciphertext.
The cloud server sends the decrypted text to Medical Institution Band and uses RSA for decryption
to get the original.

3.2 Data Storage Securely Using TF-RC-Proposed

The registered user can upload or download the information in a secure manner. For the secure
storage of information encrypt the information and stored it in the cloud. For this encryption, this
paper proposes two fish algorithm with a ripple consensus algorithm in the blockchain. Two fish
algorithm is implemented as given below:

Algorithm 2:
Step 1: Read the input data in the block size of 128 bits and divide it into four chunks, each chunk
contains 32 bits of word size.
Step 2: The single chunk input word size 32-Bit is XORed with the four key parts.
B0,i = D ⊕ Ki; i = 0 to 3 (1)

where K is a key and Ki is a subkey i = 0 to 3.
The first word is XORed with Kthe 0, second word is XORed with K1 and so on.

Step 3: Two fish algorithm is based on the concept of the Feistel network.
Step 4: In the substitution box (S-box), the first word is divided into 4 bytes. And the second word is
rotated left by 8 bits and applied to the same set of S-boxes.
Step 5: Diffusing the first and second words (32-bit word amongst 4 bytes) were applied to Maximum
Distance Separable (MDS).
Step 6: After applying MDS matrix multiplication the first word is applied to a pseudo-Hadamard
Transform:
mm′ = mm + nnrrrrrr 232
where m is the first word, is the second word and m’ is the new first word.
Step 7: Choose the ‘new’ first-word m′ as input, then applied second-word n to the same transform,
which can be denoted as: mm′ = mm +2nnrrrrrrrr 232.

(Continued)
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Algorithm 2: Continued
Step 8: At this stage, the first two words are XOR’ed with a round key.
Step 9: The output of the new first word is XOR’ed with the third word and rotated right by a single
bit which produces a new third world. Similarly applying rotation left (Single bit) to the fourth word
and XORed with the second word produces a new fourth word.
Step 10: To begin with the second round, choose the first and second words of the previous round
became the third and fourth words of this round. Now new first and second words are the output of
previous rounds.

3.2.1 Components of Ripple Protocol

Step 11: Repeat Steps 4 to 10 until all words are XORed with another set of round keys.

Step 12: Swapping first and second words with third and fourth words effectively. The words are
XOR with another set of round keys (KK4−KK7) producing the ciphertext.

By applying Algorithm 2, registered users’ information is stored in the blockchain-based cloud
storage. In this proposed work, blockchain [29,30] uses the Ripple Consensus protocol. This was
used in the distributed network for solving the issues like accurate storage of information, utility, and
agreement.

There are six components in the ripple protocol. They are Server, Ledger, Last Closed Ledger,
Open Ledger, proposer, and Unique Node List (UNL).

1. Server–To execute the consensus process it runs ripple server software.
2. Ledger–For keeping the history of transactions, updating transactions, and successfully com-

mitting transactions Ledger is used.
3. Last Closed Ledger-Last successfully updating copy of the ledger.
4. Open Ledger–Here, transactions of information details are stored as a local copy of a node.
5. Proposer-Multiple transactions from registered users are included in the consensus process,

but the only server of the UNL list would be accepted.
6. Unique Node List (UNL)-Each server has a unique node list of servers which helps in the

process of consensus.

The Ripple consensus algorithm runs in all nodes in the server in a specific interval of time.
All nodes in the network must contain a closed ledger. The procedure to run the Ripple consensus
algorithm is given below:

Step 1: Using Algorithm 1, all new valid transactions are chosen by the servers and considered as
a candidate set.

Step 2: Combining all candidate sets of the servers which belong to the UNL and start voting.

Step 3: Transactions that receive more than the minimum percentage of votes are moved to the
next round remaining transactions are discarded or begin from the first round.

Step 4: The leading transactions are more than 80% which process from open to last close ledger
is taken as a final collection of transactions.

By using this consensus algorithm, it needs low latency in a distributed network. This is the main
advantage of using this protocol.
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3.2.2 Cloud Storage

After implementing the TF-RC, storing all transactions in the blockchain based on the cloud
storage system. This provides a more secure and encrypted file that is uploaded to the cloud and
it would be downloaded from the cloud using decrypted format without exposing of details of the
registered user. Fig. 4 shows that the architecture of the proposed work

Figure 4: Architecture of proposed work

From Fig. 4, based on the request from using the encrypted file is stored in the cloud database in
more secure. When it is needed it will be downloaded from the cloud decrypt for further usage. This
way it can maintain the data integrity of the registered user with proper login credentials. The users
can access data based on permissions set by the administrator.

3.3 Updating Authenticated Information

Registered User A will send a request to the TF-RC system for getting authentic updating
information by using the following procedure:

Step 1: Registered user A receives ID and password from the certificate authority. Then maintain-
ing the secure connection between the user and the TF-RC system is verified.

Step 2: The blockchain ripple protocol verifies and validates the registered user’s information and
generates the authorization with a random key number.

Step 3: This random key number along with encrypted information is distributed in the network
and saved in the cloud server.

3.4 Detection of Breaches in the Distributed Network

The registered user utilizes its secret key (random key) to upload and downloads the information
from the cloud storage. The offender attached the registered user’s credential information and sends
a request to share information. That suspicious with a fake detail are detected in the TF-RC system.
This proposed work will track the malicious activity by using blockchain authenticated users.
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4 Performance Analysis

In this section, performance is analyzed in the proposed TF-RC system using blockchain technol-
ogy through parameters of latency, efficiency, privacy, running time, and reliability. Data is generated
and stored in a secure way. In order to show the high dimensionality in security and feasibility of
TF-system using blockchain technology-based cloud computing is used. This proposed work TF-RC
was implemented in Java programming language. After implementing this software component overall
test is executed by Apache JMeter. The main contribution of our work is to provide security in storing
and sharing information. Algorithm 2 describes the formulation of the two fish encrypted concept. It
interacts with a blockchain-based cloud service provider and accesses the stored information in blocks
with the permissions assigned to the user. Tab. 2 shows the result obtained by using TF-RC with cloud
computing.

Table 2: Results obtained by TF-RC using cloud computing

Total request Average access time (ms) Standard deviation (ms)

1 365.67 184.05
100 1889.45 145.21
200 3557.23 135.67
500 5728.78 145.12
1000 8367.38 124.89

A number of active user requestors between 10 and 100 users for periods of 4 min, 6 min, 10 min,
15 min, 20 min, and 50 min. It also detects all attacks based on the number of non-registered users
who are trying to access the data information. The latency has been evaluated by analysing the time
taken to deliver of data after a request has been sent by the users. This is shown in Tab. 3.

latency of service delivery = Completion time of task + Network propagation (2)

Table 3: Latency per number of user’s requests

No. of users Latency (Sec)

10 165.67
20 267.78
30 361.78
40 475.65
50 580.23
60 690.98
70 765.22
80 875.67
90 986.45
100 1130.64
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An important observation of Tab. 3 shows on the latency time is increases with the request of the
user increases. This is due to the trade-off between securities on data over low latency. Even though the
latency time increases but efficiency is maintained by two fish encryption algorithm. In an analysis of
the program execution process based upon the encryption and decryption of the file with a different
size, a result is generated. A comparison table of encryption and decryption using various methods is
given in Tab. 4.

Table 4: Encryption and decryption execution time in seconds

File
name

File
size

Twofish RS Twofish + RSA Proposed
TF-RC with RSA

Encrypt Decrypt Encrypt Decrypt Encrypt Decrypt Encrypt Decrypt

101.txt 100 kb 0,084 0,041 0,088 0,039 0,083 0,027 0,077 0,022
201.txt 200 kb 0,243 0,049 0,211 0,051 0,189 0,045 0,194 0,030
301.txt 300 kb 0,312 0,078 0,298 0,071 0,289 0,067 0,250 0,057
401.txt 400 kb 0,421 0,125 0,395 0,121 0,389 0,118 0,370 0,115
501.txt 500 kb 0,765 0,187 0,689 0,182 0,675 0,175 0,620 0,160

In the observation of Tab. 4 encryption and decryption time needs for our proposed work got less
time and compare it with other methods. Fig. 5 shows that reliability of data storage.

Figure 5: Reliability of files

The observation of Fig. 5 describes the reliability obtained from four different methods with a
number of files in the data storage. Our proposed method TF-RC got better reliability when the number
of files gets increased.

Throughput

In this parameter, it is the rate at which valid transactions of data are committed by the blockchain.

transaction per block = block size
average transaction size

(3)

fraction of block per second = 1
block time in seconds

(4)

transaction per block = transcation per block ∗ fraction of block per second (5)
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This throughput parameter is compared with Two Fish, RSA, Two Fish + RSA and our proposed
work TF-RC with RSA. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of throughput.

Figure 6: Throughput

In the observation of Fig. 6 shows that, our proposed work executes more blocks in a period
of time.

Energy Efficiency

Authentication is needed for the accessing the data from the block chain. This average energy
efficiency (bits/sec/joule) parameter checks each block with threshold value of 5 joules. Fig. 7 shows
the comparison of energy efficiency parameter with TF-RC.

Figure 7: Energy efficiency

The proposed method TF-RC with RAS shows that the average energy efficiency has increase in
the transmission of data among the chains in the block. Fig. 8 shows that running time of files.

Fig. 8 shows that the running time obtained from various methods of two fish, RSA, Two Fish
with RSA and our proposed work along with its number of files in the data storage. Our proposed
work TF-RC executes in a fast manner. If number of files increases, running time also increases. Fig. 9
shows that average access time for medical data in the IoMT based blockchain system.

Accessing data from the blockchain our proposed work requires minimum time. Tab. 5 shows the
cost of communication and storage cost in bits of different techniques.

From the observation of Tab. 5, our proposed work TF-RC got minimum communication cost bit
and storage cost bit than other techniques.
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Figure 8: Volume of data (number of files) vs. running time

Figure 9: Average access time

Table 5: Communication cost and storage cost of different methods

Algorithm Communication cost (bits) Storage cost (bits)

Two fish 4360 6350
RSA 3580 2725
Two fish + RSA 2770 1580
TF-RC
(Proposed)

1530 1280

5 Conclusion

This paper demonstrated the Enhancing Blockchain security using the Ripple consensus algo-
rithm in an effective way. Data are collected and preserved in the cloud storage based on blockchain
technology in a secure manner as well as detection of breaches needs more intelligent methods.
Therefore, in this work, TF-RC is implemented. It consists of registration of the user, authentication,
encryption of data, and secure storage of data. In the distributed network system by using our
proposed work, the level of security is improved. TF-RC provides maximum benefits in the terms
of privacy-preserving, security, and maintains a high dimensionality process effectively. Data integrity
and reliability also improved. In the future, this work will extend up to the processing of collecting
information in the blockchain-based technology to provide security for the attacks like DDoS, DoS,
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and so on. Implement a novel technique for proving security without increasing the computational
overheads of the model. Also, providing efficient hash algorithms to ensure the durability of the model.
In the future, other consensus protocols can be included.
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